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 Stewards and directs funding from 
3 orders of government to meet 
community priorities

 Invests in programs, housing 
supply, and community capacity 

 System planning
 Community leadership
 Data and knowledge 

management
 Evaluation
 Innovation

Leads efforts to end 
homelessness in Edmonton
►Responsible for provincial and local 

plans to end homelessness

Implementation
►Community planning and engagement

►Review and investment in what works

►Taking risks and learning

Homeward Trust Edmonton



Goals in Edmonton’s plan to end homelessness

• Continue to evolve Housing First programs for maximum impact;

• Enhance policy, funding and resource alignment, and accountabilities;

• Integrate information and performance management at the system level

Data-driven decision making
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Data system
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Collecting data
Having data
Analyzing data
Communicating data

Data-driven decision making
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Challenges Opportunities

Data silo
Timeliness and quality of data for decisionmakers
Lack of understanding of “business” problem

Large volume of data – low capacity
Data collected but not optimally harnessed for 
decision-making

Business intelligence
Requires understanding of organizational needs
Increased communication with other departments, 
executives

Develop additional analytical capacity
Increasing skill sets and data literacy of staff
Engaging with external experts via a data committee
Partnering with organizations like Data4Good

Poor data quality
Lack of buy-in from front-line, data not priority
Focus on “fixing” data through algorithms took 
focus away from interface design, process issues
No data governance

Improve communication, focus on data governance
Exposing front-line staff to data visualizations
Develop data governance framework
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How did we move towards an analytics-
driven culture at HT?
• Implemented a BI program with Tableau focused on programs department

• Focus was on:
• Operationally relevant visualizations
• Self serve
• Small wins
• Learning to speak the same language

• Led to improvements in:
• data quality – synchronized definitions, where people are staying
• data collection – recognized some ways of inputting data were causing frequent errors
• process – inactivity policy, intake alerts

• Program department became a champion of the BI approach 

• Developed a process for new programs, pilots and initiatives that prioritized 
learning from data
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Co-design process

What questions are 
we trying to answer?
•Operationally

•Evaluation

What data do 
we need to 

answer them?

How do we get 
that data?
• Do we already collect 

it somewhere?

Design
Focus on logical flow

Pilot with 
users

Revise Implement
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https://public.tableau.com/profile/homewardtrust#!/vizhome/EdmontonBNL/BNLDashboard


Case Study 

Challenge shared to Homeward Trust by agencies :

There are a number of individuals with needs that exceed the 
ability of housing teams to cope with. Teams have noted case 
management of these individuals leads to issues with staff 
retention/stress and uses a disproportionate amount of 
resources without notably improving outcomes.
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Inputs: Each month caseworkers from 24 case management teams log ~7,000 records of efforts they have expanded on 
participants. We developed a dashboard that looks at time spent on “red flag” efforts per participant on the ICM caseload.
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Outputs
Example: a list of participants who need more support

CaseNumber Gender Indigeneity

Percentile of 

red flag 

efforts Income User gets RAP Team Age

Exceptional costs 

per week in 

program

Total minutes 

spent on all 

efforts/week Weeks in program

1 Male Indigenous 90-100th Alberta Works User on RAP E4C 53 273.9 102.5 12.0

2 Female Indigenous 90-100th Alberta Works User on RAP Jasper Place Wellness Centre 48 440.8 100.5 10.0

3 Male Indigenous 90-100th Another form of income User not on RAP Boyle Street Community Centre 55 245.3 13.6 10.0

4 Female Indigenous 90-100th Alberta Works User on RAP NCSA-HF 38 48.9 56.8 51.0

5 Female Indigenous 90-100th Alberta Works User on RAP NCSA-HF 40 30.9 64.8 56.0

6 Female Indigenous 90-100th Another form of income User not on RAP E4C 28 23.7 89.0 47.0

7 Female Indigenous 90-100th Alberta Works User on RAP Boyle Street Community Centre 53 22.4 81.6 56.0

8 Male Non-Indigenous 90-100th Alberta Works User not on RAP Bissell Centre 43 20.9 154.0 41.0

9 Male Non-Indigenous 90-100th AISH User on RAP E4C 55 42.3 121.7 18.0

10 Female Indigenous 90-100th Another form of income User not on RAP Jasper Place Wellness Centre 47 41.5 78.5 13.0

11 Female Indigenous 90-100th No identified income User not on RAP Boyle Street Community Centre 25 21.4 102.2 27.0

12 Male Indigenous 90-100th Alberta Works User not on RAP Bissell Centre 28 28.8 34.8 10.0

13 Female Indigenous 90-100th Alberta Works User on RAP E4C 43 23.3 9.0

14 Male Indigenous 90-100th No identified income User on RAP E4C 37 93.2 14.0

15 Male Indigenous 90-100th No identified income User on RAP E4C 47 66.4 7.0

16 Female Indigenous 90-100th Alberta Works User on RAP E4C 39 135.0 9.0

17 Male Non-Indigenous 90-100th AISH User not on RAP E4C 50 90.0 8.0

18 Female Indigenous 90-100th Another form of income User not on RAP YMCA Homeward Bound 37 115.0 9.0

19 Female Non-Indigenous 90-100th Alberta Works User not on RAP Bissell Centre 30 92.8 27.0

20 Male Non-Indigenous 90-100th Another form of income User not on RAP E4C 70 59.1 23.0

21 Female Indigenous 90-100th Alberta Works User on RAP NCSA-HF 32 80.0 9.0

22 Female Non-Indigenous 90-100th Other govt income User on RAP Bissell Centre 34 79.7 11.0

23 Female Indigenous 90-100th Another form of income User not on RAP Bent Arrow 41 346.5 7.0

Identifies individuals who may need a higher level of support
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Outputs

Lists

People who are in 
the 90+ percentile 
of high efforts 
(orange) are also in 
the highest claim 
group. 
The group with the 
highest claim has 
claims that are 
several times 
higher on average 
than most of the 
caseload.

Example: a distribution of the costs of high effort users

Validates that a small group is using a disproportionate amount of financial resources 
– Pareto distribution
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Outputs

Example: an understanding of the time needed for the top ten percent of high users.
The top ten high users of “red flag” efforts used up almost half of all the worker’s time spent on all the “red flag” 
efforts

Validates teams that a small group of people is involved in situations that cause stress 
for the worker
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Outcomes

• Being able to identify high needs individuals allowed HT to 
develop an approach to support teams

• Deepening the understanding of the problem led to 
improvements to the referral process from ICM teams to higher 
support programs and services

• Determining the scope of the problem informed the 
development of clinical and high intensity service program model
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Takeaways

• Driving towards an analytics-driven culture at a non-profit has high 
potential yields

• Creative data visualizations are a good tool for convincing 
"people people" of the value of data

• Underlying the analytics process is listening to program workers and 
front-line staff; giving voice to their concerns through data 
visualizations expresses respect for the difficult work of serving a 
vulnerable population
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Discussion

Contact:

Patrycja Kujawa – pkujawa@homewardtrust.ca

780-297-1545
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